SAP Connector
• Connect Appian with SAP, easily and securely

• Read data from SAP on-demand

• Execute SAP BAPI commands in Appian

• Save time by leveraging existing SAP libraries

Do you need better visibility and control over your SAP implementations?
Organizations use SAP for a wide variety of reasons. SAP can solve and address many business needs,
but it does so in specific ways. Sometimes that is just not enough. Custom applications become necessary
to fill the blank spaces not covered by SAP. However, customizing SAP can prove to be frustrating, time
consuming, and expensive.

Enter Appian.
Appian provides out-of-the-box SAP connectivity that enhances your existing SAP investments. With
Appian, you can help orchestrate, extend, and process-enable SAP actions easily and cost-effectively. Users
will be able to obtain necessary data from SAP, without having to switch between systems, and instantly
access their work from any browser or mobile device.
The SAP connector uses the SAP JCo 3.0 middleware to connect to SAP ERP systems release 3.1H or later.
It allows for remote communication by using Remove Function Calls (RFCs) and invoking SAP functionality
on-demand by leveraging Business Application Programming Interfaces (BAPIs).
The SAP connector leverages Appian’s Secure
Credential store to determine SAPs authentication
and permissions for invocation. User-specific or
system-wide authentication can be used to ensure
maximum flexibility.
Get more out of your SAP investments without the need
to customize SAP...with Appian.

Focus on expanding SAP
functionality
• Pull SAP into Appian, easily
• Maximize user adoption by
exposing relevant SAP data
when and where it’s needed
• Mobile-enable your SAP
experience through Appian
• Control how users interact with
SAP with Appian tasks and
actions
• Eliminate the need to customize
SAP
• Fill functionality gaps not covered
by SAP

Focus on integration

Focus on value

• Supports SAP release 3.1H
or later

Expand your possibilities by
combining Appian with SAP. Quickly
create applications that compliment
and expand your SAP investments.
Process-enable your SAP data and
objects and maximize user adoption
by creating simple, easy and
mobile-enabled applications.

• Connect to any number of
SAP instances
• Leverages the SAP JCo
middleware library
• Invokes any BAPI exposed
in SAP
• Pull & Push data and business
objects easily between SAP and
Appian
• Create reports combining SAP
data and Appian analytics
• Authenticate via system-wide
or user-specific credentials

For more information—including how you can make your SAP systems
more valuable, visit www.appian.com or contact us at info@appian.com

Appian provides a low-code automation platform that accelerates the creation of high-impact business
applications. Many of the world’s largest organizations use Appian applications to improve customer experience,
achieve operational excellence, and simplify global risk management and compliance.
For more information, visit appian.com

